This sample chapter describes vendor master data, from general information like address and certifications to purchasing and accounting-specific details. It also provides real-world business examples to demonstrate the importance and use of accurate vendor master data.
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The vendor master is as important to the accounting staff as it to those in purchasing. The vendor's relationship with any company is twofold: negotiating price and supplying material through purchasing, and invoicing and receiving payment through accounts payable.

6 Vendor Master Data

The vendor master is a collection of data that fully describes the vendor’s relationship with the company. The vendor normally will have an initial relationship with the purchasing department. Purchasing may have selected the vendor through its response to a request for quotation (RFQ) or because it’s the sole vendor for a required material. However, before a vendor is authorized, the accounting department will ensure that the information it requires is available and satisfactory.

Just as a material master record isn’t complete until all relevant departments have entered their data, the vendor master isn’t complete until both the accounting and purchasing departments have entered their information.

The vendor master can be created using three transactions, each of them giving different views of the data to be entered for the vendor:

- Transaction XK01: Create Vendor Centrally (Section 6.1)
- Transaction FK01: Create Vendor via Accounting (Section 6.2)
- Transaction MK01: Create Vendor via Purchasing (Section 6.3)

6.1 General Data

Transaction XK01 enables accounting users to enter the ACCOUNT GROUP for the vendor and either the COMPANY CODE or PURCHASINGORGANIZATION, or both as shown in Figure 6.1. The vendor number may need to be entered if the account group is defined as allowing only external number assignment.

The vendor master can be created by referencing an existing vendor. To do this, use the REFERENCE section below the ACCOUNT GROUP field. This can be an efficient
method of creating vendors that may have the same or similar data. The following sections will lead you through the screens for this process.

6.1.1 Address Screen

The initial screen of the vendor master is the Change Vendor: Address screen, shown in Figure 6.2. The information to be entered includes the vendor’s NAME and address and communications data, including TELEPHONE, FAX, and EMAIL.

Title

This is the title for the vendor. If it’s a company, then select the COMPANY option; otherwise, select the appropriate salutation. The titles for the business address forms can be configured in the IMG via the navigation path, IMG • FLEXIBLE REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT • ADDRESS MANAGEMENT • MAINTAIN TEXTS FOR FORM OF ADDRESS.

Name

The NAME of the vendor should be consistent to avoid duplicate vendor entries. The purchasing department should create a template to follow so that the vendor name always appears the same way as it’s entered into the vendor master. This will benefit the purchasing users during vendor searches.

Search Terms

The search term is used to find vendors. The entry of data into the SEARCH TERM 1/2 field can be structured so that purchasing users can easily remember the criteria for this type of search. For example, the policy may be to enter a search term that is the first five characters of the vendor name plus the two-letter country code for the vendor’s country location. For these criteria, the search term for Smith Brothers of London, England, is “SMITHGB”, and the code for Lakshmi Machine of Coimbatore, India, is “LAKSHIN”. There is no case sensitivity for this field.

Street Address

The STREET/HOUSE NUMBER field is the address of the vendor. The COUNTRY, REGION, and POSTAL CODE/CITY are used to calculate the tax jurisdiction code. If connected to an external tax system, such as Vertex or Taxware, the transaction may validate the address information that you enter to ensure that a valid tax jurisdiction code is obtained.
PO Box Address

Many companies use post-office boxes, and these fields allow that information to be added to the vendor master.

Communication

The Communication fields should be kept up to date, especially because fax numbers and email addresses change at the vendor regularly.

6.1.2 Control Screen

The Create Vendor: Control screen shown in Figure 6.3 allows the accounting user to enter some general tax information and reference data.

![Create Vendor: Control Screen](image)

**Figure 6.3**: Vendor Master Control Screen Allowing Tax Information Entries

Customer

This Customer field allows the purchasing user to enter the customer number for the vendor, if the vendor is both a vendor and a customer of the company. For example, a paper-pulping company may be a vendor for paper products to a particleboard manufacturer but also may be a customer for scrap particleboard that it can use in pulp creation.

Trading Partner

If the vendor is part of an independent company that has been designated in Financials (FI) for consolidation purposes, then it’s possible to enter that company in this field as a trading partner. The companies are configured as internal trading partners in FI. The navigation path is IMG • ENTERPRISE STRUCTURE • DEFINITION • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • DEFINE COMPANY.

Corporate Group

The Corporate Group key is used to combine vendors to enhance the search capability. The group key is a 10-character string and isn’t configured. Therefore, a policy for entering a group key must be established before any vendor entry commences.

For example, a user might create a group key based on the characters having meaning. This could be defined as the following:

- Characters 1 and 2: Country of vendor
- Characters 3 and 4: Industry code
- Characters 5 through 7: Minority indicator
- Character 8: ABC indicator
- Characters 9 and 10: Shipping conditions

Tax Number 1 and 2

These fields allow the accounting user to enter the tax identification number, or numbers, of the vendor. In the United States, this is the Employer Identification Number (EIN), or Social Security number (SSN), if the vendor is an individual. In France, this field is the SIRET number; in Spain, the NIF number; and so on for various countries.
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Tax Type

The Tax type can be assigned to the vendor to identify its position regarding sales- and use-tax responsibility.

Jurisdiction Code

The tax jurisdiction code is either determined in SAP by the information entered in the Address field or referenced from an external tax package, such as Vertex or Taxware. The tax jurisdiction code is valid only to vendors in the United States.

Country-Specific Tax Fields

Some of the fields on the vendor master control screen are specific to certain countries:

- **Tax number type**
  - Specific to Argentina.
- **Equalization tax**
  - Specific to Spain.
- **Sole proprietor**
  - Specific to 11 countries, including Italy, Peru, and Mexico.
- **Sales/pur. tax**
  - Specific to countries that levy value-added tax (VAT).
- **VAT Reg. No.**
  - The VAT number for the vendor, which is important in EU countries.
- **Fiscal address**
  - Specific to Italy.

Global Location Number

In the Create Vendor: Control screen, the option is to enter the 13-digit global location number (GLN) of the vendor. In SAP, the number is divided into three fields, Location No. 1, Location No. 2, and Check Digit in the Reference Data section. The GLN is issued to a company to identify a legal, functional, or physical location within a business or organizational entity. GLNs are governed by strict rules to guarantee that each one is unique worldwide. The identification of locations by GLN is required for an efficient flow of goods and information between trading partners through electronic data interchange (EDI) messages, payment slips, and so on. The GLN is often found as a bar code on documents.

Industry Key

The Industry key is another grouping to allow similar vendors to be grouped by industry. This field can also be found in customer master records. The Industry key can be configured using the navigation path, IMG • Sales and Distribution • Business Partners • Marketing • Define Industry Sector for Customers.

Standard Carrier Alpha Code

The National Motor Freight Traffic Association (NMFTA) in the United States maintains the Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC). The NMFTA is a nonprofit membership organization with more than 1,000 motor-carrier members, regulated by the US Department of Transportation’s Surface Transportation Board and various state and federal agencies.

The SCAC code is a four-letter string used to uniquely identify a shipping carrier. The SCAC code is frequently used in EDI, on the 856 Advance Ship Notice, the 850 Purchase Order, and all motor, rail, and water-carrier transactions where carrier identification is required. SCAC codes are mandatory when doing business with US government agencies.

Certain groups of SCAC codes are reserved for specific purposes:

- Codes ending with the letter U are reserved for the identification of freight containers.
- Codes ending with the letter X are reserved for the identification of privately owned railroad cars.
- Codes ending with the letter Z are reserved for the identification of truck chassis and trailers used in intermodal service.

Forwarding Agent Freight Group

This forward agent freight group key, identified in Figure 6.3 as Car.freight grp, is assigned to the forwarding agent to group together forwarding agents. For example, the company’s transportation department may decide to group its freight forwarders by mode of transport. Therefore, the transportation staff could
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configure three freight groups: rail, road, and shipping. The freight groups are part of the determination of freight costs. The configuration for freight groups can be found via the navigation path, IMG • LOGISTICS EXECUTION • TRANSPORTATION • BASIC TRANSPORTATION FUNCTIONS • MAINTAIN FREIGHT CODE SETS AND FREIGHT CODES • DEFINE FORWARDING AGENT – FREIGHT GROUPS.

Service-Agent Procedure Group

The freight costs can be calculated as part of the pricing procedure. To calculate the correct freight costs, the service-agent procedure group (ServAgntProcGrp) has a range of forwarding agents assigned to it. The service-agent procedure group is then assigned to a pricing procedure to calculate freight costs. The group can be configured using the navigation path, IMG • LOGISTICS EXECUTION • TRANSPORTATION • SHIPPING COSTS • PRICING • PRICING CONTROL • DEFINE AND ASSIGN PRICING PROCEDURES • DEFINE SERVICE AGENT PROCEDURE GROUP.

Vendor’s Quality Management System

Many government agencies require that the Quality Management (QM) systems used by a vendor meet certain levels of verification. These verifications are the level of certification of the system, that is, ISO 9001, ISO 9002, and so on. The verification levels can be configured in Transaction OQB7 or via the navigation path, IMG • QUALITY MANAGEMENT • QM IN LOGISTICS • QM IN PROCUREMENT • DEFINE QM SYSTEMS.

QM System Valid-To Date

The QM SYSTEM VALID-TO date field is the expiry date of the certification of the vendor’s QM system. For example, a company that has an ISO 9001:2000 certification has to renew it every three years according to ISO certification regulations.

External Manufacturer Code Name or Number

This field can be used to hold a number or reference for the vendor but isn’t the vendor number. For example, this field could be used to enter a nickname for a company; SCT may be entered as a shortened version of Southwark Clapton and Thomas. The field allows up to 10 characters.

6.1.3 Payment Transactions

The CREATE VENDOR: PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS screen, shown in Figure 6.4, allows the accounting department to add information on the bank details of the vendor and the payment instructions.

![Create Vendor: Payment Transactions Screen](image)

**Figure 6.4 Create Vendor: Payment Transaction Screen of the Vendor Master**

**Bank Details**

The BANK DETAILS section allows the entry of the following bank details of the vendor. More than one bank account can be added for each vendor.

- **CTRY (country)**
  Enter the country where the vendor’s bank is located.

- **BANK KEY**
  The bank key can be selected from the matchcode with the country code entered. The bank key can be entered as the bank routing number (US), the bank sort code (GB), or other country-specific bank identification. The bank key isn’t entered through configuration but can be created in FI via Transaction FI01. All details for the bank can be created within that transaction. After entering the BANK KEY in the CREATE VENDOR: PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS screen, you can see the relevant bank details by clicking on the BANK DATA button beneath the BANK DETAILS table.
- **Bank Account**
  The field allows the accounting department to enter the bank account number for the vendor at the bank. The **Bank Account** field can be entered up to 18 characters in length.

- **Acct Holder**
  If the bank account isn’t in the name of the vendor or the vendor company, then the account holder of the bank account can be entered in this field. This field can accommodate a name of up to 60 characters.

- **AK (bank control key)**
  The AK field is specific to each country. In some countries, there is no information to enter; in others, such as France, Spain, Japan, and the United States, the field is used. In the United States, the field content should be “01” for a checking account and “02” for a savings account. Check with your accounting department to ensure that the correct information is entered into the field for the given country.

- **IBAN (International Bank Account Number)**
  The IBAN was designed because of growing pressure to improve the efficiency of cross-border payments in Europe with respect to cost, speed, and quality. Such improvements required easier validation of foreign bank account numbers. The IBAN design provided a standard method to enable the cross-border account number formats to be recognized and validated. The IBAN is additional information put on the front of the national account number format of each country:
    - Check digits and a single simple algorithm perform validation. The algorithm covers the whole IBAN and ensures that individual digits aren’t transposed.
    - Recognition is in two parts. The IBAN commences with the ISO 3166 two-letter country code. It’s therefore easy to recognize the country in which the account is held. Within the national account identifier part of the IBAN, the ISO standard requires that the bank be unambiguously identified.
    - The length of the IBAN isn’t standard across countries. The length can range from 28 characters in Hungary and Cyprus to only 15 characters in Norway.
    - BnkT (partner bank type)
      If the vendor has more than one bank account, then this field allows the accounting user to specify in what sequence the accounts are used by entering a value in this key field. This value can then be used in the line-item payments.

- **Reference Details** (reference specifications for bank details)
  This field can be used in countries where additional information or authorization is needed. This information is normally required in Norway and the United Kingdom.

- **Debit Auth.**
  This field denotes the code of the debiting authority.

- **Name of Bank**
  This field is enable user to maintain the name of the bank involved in the payment.

### Payment Transactions

The **Payment Transactions** section contains the following fields:

- **Alternative Payee**
  This field can be used to enter another vendor number to whom the automatic payments are made. The alternative payee may be needed if the vendor’s bank accounts have been frozen.

- **DME Indicator**
  This key is only used for data medium exchange (DME) in Germany. The DME engine enables a company to define file formats that meet the requirements of their financial institution. As there is no standard set, each country can have different formats, and the DME allows SAP to read an incoming file that isn’t in the correct country format.

- **Instruction Key**
  For DME, this field controls which statements are given to the banks during the payment order. This is used in Germany, Spain, Norway, Japan, and other countries, as well as for the SWIFT format.

### SWIFT

The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) is a financial industry-owned cooperative. It supplies secure, standardized messaging services and interface software to more than 7,800 financial institutions in more than 200 countries. Many institutions use the MT-103 Single Customer Credit Transfer customer transfer format for one-off credit transfers and repetitive instructions, such as lease payments.
ISR NUMBER

The ISR number is a special payment procedure of the Swiss Postal Service that is only relevant within Switzerland. Inpayment slip with reference number (ISR) is an electronic debtor service that allows the customer to bill open invoices in Swiss Francs (CHF) and Euros (EUR) in a simple manner and to quickly post incoming payments.

The next section shows the accounting information that can be added for the vendor master record using Transaction FK01.

6.2 Accounting Information

Transaction FK01 enables the accounting users to enter the account code for the vendor and the company code. The vendor number may need to be entered if the account group is defined as only allowing external number assignment. The Create Vendor: Accounting Information Accounting screen is shown in Figure 6.5.

![Create Vendor: Accounting Information Accounting screen](image)

In this section we will discuss maintaining accounting information, payments, and correspondence details.

6.2.1 Accounting Information

The Create Vendor: Accounting Information Accounting screen allows the accounting department to enter relevant data about accounting, interest calculation, and withholding tax as it relates to this vendor within the given company code.

Reconciliation Account

The reconciliation account (Recon. Account) is an individual General Ledger (GL) account. A reconciliation account is recorded in line-item detail in the subledger and summarized in the GL. The detailed information entered into the reconciliation account is all line-item data from the vendor account. These reconciliation accounts in the subledger are important and must be maintained for vendors, for customers, and for asset accounts.

The reconciliation in the GL is at the summary level and is used to reconcile against the vendor account at the total level. However, the subledger can be used to identify line-item data if necessary.

A reconciliation account can be created using Transaction FS01. When creating a reconciliation account, remember that the account must be a balance sheet account, the account group must be selected as a reconciliation account, and the Recon. Account field must be entered as vendor.

Sort Key

The Sort Key allows the user to select a sort for the allocation field. The system sorts the document line items based on the key entered in the allocation field. Therefore, if the user selects the Sort Key 008, then the sort of the line items will be by the allocation 008, which is by cost center.

Head Office

This field allows an entry of a vendor number, which represents the head office or master account for this vendor. Payments are made from the head office.
account, whereas purchase orders (POs), deliveries, or invoices are posted to the branch account.

Authorization Group
The Authorization group is a way of increasing security on certain objects. Entering an authorization group in this field restricts access to the object to those users who have this authorization group in their SAP profiles.

Cash Management Group
In the Cash Management functionality, it’s possible to allocate vendors to a planning group. This planning group helps the cash-management department have better information to produce or plan the company’s cash forecast.

Release Group
The release-approval group can be defined and configured to allow only those in the group to be able to “release for payment.” The Release Group can be configured via the navigation path, IMG • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS • RELEASE FOR PAYMENT • DEFINE RELEASE APPROVAL GROUPS FOR RELEASE FOR PAYMENT.

Minority Indicator
The Minority indicator field is only relevant for implementations in the United States. Configuration is required to enter the relevant information because there are no predefined fields in SAP. Many companies are asked by federal and local officials to report on the level of minority vendors supplying material to them.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute’s Purchasing Guidelines (2004) describes a minority vendor as the following:

. . . a business that is owned and controlled by one or more socially and economically disadvantaged persons. Such disadvantage may arise from cultural, racial, chronic economic circumstances or background, or other similar cause. A minority-owned business is at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more such disadvantaged persons. Additionally, the management and daily business operations must be controlled by one or more such individuals. Minority means any African American, Hispanic American, Native American, or Alaskan American, Asian, or a person of Pacific Island descent who is either a citizen of the United States or a permanent resident.

To configure the Minority indicator field, use the navigation path, IMG • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • VENDOR ACCOUNTS • MASTER DATA • PREPARATIONS FOR CREATING VENDOR MASTER DATA • DEFINE MINORITY INDICATORS.

Certification Date for Minority Vendors
The certification expiration date for the minority vendor field is only relevant for implementations in the United States. The certification for a minority vendor has an expiration date. This is required to be entered for the US government.

Interest Calculation Indicator
If this account is suitable for automatic interest, then an interest calculation indicator must be selected. These interest calculations can be configured by the accounting department via the navigation path, IMG • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS • INTEREST CALCULATION • INTEREST CALCULATION GLOBAL SETTING • DEFINE INTEREST CALCULATION TYPES.

Interest Cycle
This field allows the accounting department to select a period that specifies when the interest calculation is run for this vendor. The period can range from monthly to yearly.

Withholding Tax Code
Withholding tax generally refers to an income tax on foreign vendors from country B and applies to those that aren’t resident in country A but derive incomes from profits, interest, rentals, royalties, and other incomes from sources in country A. The company from country A will be the withholding agent. An income tax of a certain percentage will be withheld on such incomes by the company from country A, which should turn the amount of taxes on each payment over to
the local state treasury and submit a withholding income tax return to the local tax authority.

**Withholding Tax Country Key**
This field can be used in some countries that require this additional country key to calculate or report on withholding tax.

**Vendor Recipient Type**
In the United States, Form 1042 is the annual taxable return used by withholding agents to report tax withheld on US source income paid to certain nonresident individuals and corporations. The withholding agent issues a Form 1042S, “Foreign Person’s US Source Income Subject to Withholding.” The 1042 requires that a recipient type be entered. That two-digit code can be configured into SAP. Some examples of this code are 01 (individuals), 02 (corporations), 06 (foreign governments), 11 (US branch treated as a US person), and so on.

The Recipient type field is also used in Spain for similar reporting. The Recipient type field can be configured via the navigation path, IMG • Financial Accounting • Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable • Vendor Accounts • Preparations for Creating Vendor Master Data • Check Settings for Withholding Tax • Maintain Types of Recipient.

**Exemption Number**
If a vendor is exempt from withholding tax and has an exemption certificate, then that number should be entered on the vendor master record.

**Validity Date for Exemption**
The exemption certificate has an expiration date that should be entered in the Valid until field. Often, the certificate is extended, so the date of expiry should be updated when necessary.

**Exemption Authority**
On the IRS form 1042S, a code is required for explaining why there is no withholding tax. This code can be configured into SAP and entered on the vendor master. Examples of this code are 01 (income effectively connected with a US trade or business), 03 (income isn’t from US sources), and 07 (withholding foreign partnership).

**Previous Account Number**
This field can be used if the vendor master has been renumbered, or you want to store the legacy vendor number.

**Personnel Number**
If a vendor is also an employee, then this field will accommodate the employee’s personnel number.

### 6.2.2 Payment Transactions

The screen shown in Figure 6.6 allows the accounting user to add vendor information on the automatic payment transaction, such as Payment methods, Alternate payee, and House Bank, and payment data, such as Pay terms and Tolerance group.

![Figure 6.6 Payment Transactions Accounting Screen](image-url)
Payment Terms

The payment terms are defined to allow the vendor to offer cash discounts and favorable payment periods to the company. In many accounts payable departments, before e-commerce came along, the rule was to pay the vendor as close as possible to the last day of the agreed payment period to maximize the day’s payables and keep the cash within the company. However, over the past 10 years, vendors have been offering incentives to companies for fast payment, and purchasing departments have responded by implementing best practices for paying vendors as soon as the invoice arrives, or sooner.

The PAY TERMS on the vendor master record are entered by the accounting department and are configured if the payment terms aren’t found on the system. The payment terms can be configured via the navigation path, IMG • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS • INCOMING INVOICE/CREDIT MEMOS • MAINTAIN TERMS OF PAYMENT.

Tolerance Group

A tolerance is a percentage or a value that is the limit to which an event can deviate. For example, a tolerance of 10% on a line item that is expected to be delivered with 100 units will allow a delivery of 109, which is under the 10% tolerance. A delivery of 111 won’t be allowed because it’s over the 10% tolerance. A tolerance group is a set of tolerances that are configured and assigned to a vendor if necessary. Each tolerance group is defined for a unique company code as shown in Figure 6.7.

The TOLERANCE GROUP can be configured in Transaction OBA3 or via the navigation path, IMG • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS • OPEN ITEM CLEARING • CLEARING DIFFERENCES • DEFINE TOLERANCES FOR CUSTOMERS/VENDORS.

Check Flag for Double Invoices

This indicator should be set if the accounting department wants the system to check for double or duplicate invoices when they are entered.

Check Cashing Time

The value of the check-cashing time is used in Cash Management to calculate the cash outflow. The entry in this field can be calculated by analysis of the issue-to-cash date and an average used.

Payment Methods

The payment method entered here is used if there is no payment method entered in the line item. The options for this field can be configured via the navigation path, IMG • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND
**Payment Block**

The accounting department can enter a Payment Block on the vendor master that will prevent any open items from being paid. The payment block keys are defined in configuration via Transaction OB27 or via the navigation path, IMG • Financial Accounting • Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable • Business Transactions • Outgoing Payments • Outgoing Payments Global Settings • Payment Block Reasons • Define Payment Block Reasons.

**House Bank**

The House Bank can be entered if the same bank is always used. This field negates the configuration on the bank selection screen. The house bank is defined as a business partner that represents a bank through which a company can process its own internal transactions.

**Individual Payment Indicator**

If this indicator is set, then every item is paid individually rather than having the items combined and paid. Some vendors require that items are individually paid and not combined with other line items on the invoice.

**Bill of Exchange Limit**

A bill of exchange is a contract entitling an exporter to receive immediate payment in the local currency for goods that will be shipped elsewhere. Time elapses between payment in one currency and repayment in another, so the interest rate will also be brought into the transaction. The accounting department will determine whether the vendor requires a bill of exchange limit.

**Payment Advice by EDI**

If this indicator is set, then all payment advices to this vendor should be sent via EDI.

---

**6.2.3 Correspondence Screen**

The Create Vendor: Correspondence Accounting screen, shown in Figure 6.8, allows the entry of data for dunning and correspondence. Dunning is a system-generated reminder to let the vendor know they need to submit invoices for the delivered goods or services rendered.

![Create Vendor: Correspondence Accounting Screen](image)

**Dunning Procedure**

Normally dunning involves sending reminder letters to customers for payment. However, in this case, dunning relates to reminding vendors to deliver the material from the POs.

The DUNN_PROCEDURE field can be selected to reflect how the dunning should be carried out for this vendor. The dunning procedure can be configured in Transaction FBMP or via the navigation path, IMG • Financial Accounting • Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable • Business Transactions • Dunning • Dunning Procedure • Define Dunning Procedures.
Dunning Block
If a Dunning block is selected, then the vendor isn’t selected for the dunning run. The Dunning block can be entered at any time. The Dunning block can be defined via the navigation path, IMG • Financial Accounting • Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable • Business Transactions • Dunning • Basic Settings for Dunning • Define Dunning Block Reasons.

Dunning Recipient
This field should be completed if the vendor isn’t the recipient of the dunning notices. If the correspondence should go to a central office or production site, then that vendor number should be entered.

Legal Dunning Procedure
If the dunning procedure that has been undertaken against a vendor hasn’t been successful, then there is the option of legal dunning. Attorneys can carry this out, and documents can be produced through the SAP system. A separate form should be identified for this legal-dunning procedure.

The Legal dunn.proc. field allows entry of the date when legal dunning procedures began.

Last Dunned
This is simply the date on which the vendor was last sent a dunning document.

Dunning Level
This field indicates how many times the vendor has been dunned. This field is updated when a new dunning notice is sent.

Dunning Clerk
The dunning clerk is the person in the accounting department who is responsible for the dunning of this vendor. A two-character field identifies the dunning clerk. This Dunning clerk field is configured via the navigation path, IMG • Financial Accounting • Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable • Vendor Accounts •

Master Data • Preparations for Creating Vendor Master Data • Define Accounting Clerks.

Account Statement Indicator
This indicator allows the accounting department to define when the vendor will receive its periodic statements. The vendor may receive them weekly, monthly, or yearly.

Accounting Clerk
The Acctg clerk field uses the same lookup table as the dunning clerk. The accounting clerk doesn’t necessarily have to be the same as the dunning clerk. However, if the Dunning clerk field isn’t entered, then the dunning clerk is assumed to be the same as the accounting clerk.

Account with Vendor
If known, the account number that the vendor uses to identify the company should be entered here. It’s often found on the vendor’s invoice.

Vendor Clerk Information
The last fields on this screen relate to information concerning the person at the vendor who has been assigned to manage the day-to-day operations between your company and your vendor.

6.3 Purchasing Data
The purchasing data for the vendor can be entered via Transaction MK01. Figure 6.9 shows the purchasing information to be entered in the vendor master. Some of the fields on the Purchasing data screens have already been discussed in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2.

The purchasing information is divided into a number of sections, discussed further in subsequent sections. Figure 6.9 shows the condition data and sales data.
6.3.1 Conditions

The conditions data includes the Order Currency, Terms of Payment, and other related purchase information used in POs.

Order Currency

The Order Currency to be used on POs with this vendor can be entered here. The currency is usually that of the vendor’s country or that of the purchasing department.

Incoterms

INCOTERMS make international trade easier and help vendors and customers in different countries understand each other. Incoterms are standard trade definitions used in international contracts. The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) based in Paris, France, devised these. The latest version is Incoterms 2010 which has been translated into 31 languages.

The 11 Incoterms, as shown in Table 6.1, are divided into two groups:

- Any mode of transport for arrival or departure (Group 1)
- Sea and inland waterway transport only (Group 2)

### Table 6.1 Incoterms 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Incoterm</th>
<th>Long Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EXW</td>
<td>Ex Works</td>
<td>Named place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>Delivered at Place</td>
<td>Destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>Delivered at Terminal</td>
<td>Destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DDP</td>
<td>Delivery Duty Paid</td>
<td>Destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CIP</td>
<td>Carriage, Insurance Paid</td>
<td>Destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>Carriage Paid To</td>
<td>Destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FCA</td>
<td>Free Carrier</td>
<td>Named place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Cost and Freight</td>
<td>Port of destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CIF</td>
<td>Cost, Insurance, Freight</td>
<td>Port of destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FAS</td>
<td>Free Alongside Ship</td>
<td>Port of destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FOB</td>
<td>Free on Board</td>
<td>Port of destination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vendor Schema Group

The calculation schema is used to determine the pricing procedure for the vendor with relation to purchasing documents. The schema group can be configured via the navigation path, IMG • MATERIALS MANAGEMENT • PURCHASING • CONDITIONS • DEFINE PRICE DETERMINATION PROCESS • DEFINE SCHEMA GROUP.

Pricing Date Control

The Pricing Date Control is used to determine the date on which the pricing determination will take place. For example, if the purchasing department decided to select the PO date, then the new price is calculated at the creation of the PO with the vendor.

Order Optimum Restrictions

This field allows a user to enter a key for PO-based load building. The field identifies whether a vendor is included in optimized load building or whether the target values are to be taken into account in optimized load building.
6.3.2 Sales Data

The Sales data refers to the sales department person at the vendor who deals with your company. Most vendors will have a contract person whose information should be entered in this section.

Salesperson

This is the name of the person at the vendor who is the contact for the purchases from your company. This can either be the salesperson or sales clerk.

Telephone

This is the vendor’s telephone contact number and is used when a PO is created.

Account with Vendor

This is the customer number that the vendor uses for your company. This can be found on documentation from the vendor. Figure 6.10 shows the Control data, Default data material, and Service data sections.

6.3.3 Control Data

The control data for the vendor is made up of a number of indicators that are used in procurement functionality.

Goods Receipt-Based Invoice Verification

Setting the GR-Based Inv. Verif. indicator allows the system to perform Invoice Verification based on the goods receipt amounts. Invoice Verification involves the three-way matching of the PO, goods receipt, and the invoice to ensure that the totals are correct and the invoice can be paid.

Automatic Evaluated Receipt Settlement

The Evaluated Receipt Settlement (ERS) agreement (AutoEvalGRStmt Del.) is created between the vendor and the purchasing department. The agreement allows the purchasing department to send payments for the goods received at the time those materials are posted into stock. The vendor won’t send an invoice for the material sent. This method of ERS, sometimes called a two-way match, is designated a best practice by many purchasing experts.

Acknowledgement Required

This indicator determines whether the vendor is supposed to send an acknowledgement that it has received the order. This can be sent via EDI.

Automatic Purchase Order

If a purchase requisition has been created and assigned to this vendor, then an automatic PO can be created if this indicator is set. This reduces work for the purchasing department.

Subsequent Settlement

The vendor may offer some kind of incentive to the purchasing department to purchase more material. This may take two forms. One may be an instant reduction in price—a promotional price—for a given period. The second incentive may take the form of the subsequent settlement. This is an agreement between the
Vendor and the purchasing department under which, depending on how much material is purchased, a rebate is offered at the end of an agreed period.

For example, an office supply vendor agrees to give a 10% rebate for the total amount of purchases over a three-month period. This may have a provision that the total amount of purchases must be more than 50% greater than for the same period in the previous year. If the purchases are in excess of the 50%, then the subsequent settlement with the vendor takes place at the end of the period. The vendor gives a 10% rebate on all of the purchases over that period.

**Business-Volume Comparison/Agreement Necessary**

If the B.VOL.COMP./AG.NEC indicator is set, data must be compared between the vendor and the purchasing department before any subsequent settlement is posted. In the example of the office supply vendor, the agreement may depend on the comparison of the files from both parties.

**Document Index Active**

The document index is a way of automatically adjusting the purchasing documents if the conditions change.

**Service-Based Invoice Verification**

Some vendors provide services, and the work performed is entered using service-entry sheets. If the Srv.-BASED INV. VER. indicator is set, the acceptance is carried out at the level of the service-entry sheet.

**ABC Indicator**

The ABC INDICATOR is used for many objects in SAP. The ABC indicator for vendors relates to the amount of sales the vendor does with the company. The ABC INDICATOR is manually entered.

**Mode of Transport for Foreign Trade**

The MODE OF TRANSPORT-BORDER indicator is used if the vendor is involved in foreign trade. The mode of transport is defined for each country; this field determines how the vendor transports material. The field can be configured via the navigation path, IMG • MATERIALS MANAGEMENT • PURCHASING • FOREIGN TRADE/CUSTOMS • TRANSPORTATION DATA • DEFINE MODES OF TRANSPORT.

**Office of Entry**

The Office of Entry field defines where the material purchased from this vendor will enter the country or leave in the case of a return. The office of entry is the customs office and is configured via the navigation path, IMG • MATERIALS MANAGEMENT • PURCHASING • FOREIGN TRADE/CUSTOMS • TRANSPORTATION DATA • DEFINE CUSTOMS OFFICES.

**Sort Criterion**

This field allows the purchasing department to sort the delivery items from the vendor in a specific manner. The default is by vendor subrange (VSR), but the sort can be by material number, material group, or EAN.

**Grant Discount in Kind**

A vendor is labeled as granting discount in kind when that vendor offers materials to the purchasing department free of charge as an incentive to purchase.

**Relevant for Price Determination for Vendor Hierarchy**

If the vendor master record represents a node in a customer hierarchy, the pricing indicator determines whether the node is relevant for pricing. If you’re maintaining the vendor master record for a customer hierarchy node and want to create pricing condition records for the node, this indicator must be set.

**6.3.4 Default Data Material**

This section of vendor data includes the defaults that are used in purchasing processes and documents. These fields include the PURCHASING GROUP who deals with the vendor, the PLANNED DELIV. TIME, and the CONFIRMATION CONTROL key.

**Purchasing Group**

The PURCHASING GROUP that most often deals with this vendor can be entered. The purchasing group can be associated with one or more vendors.
Planned Delivery Time
This is the average time it takes for a material to be delivered from this vendor. If the vendor supplies many materials, then this field may not be useful if the delivery time differs for each material the vendor supplies. In such cases, it makes sense to maintain planned delivery time in a purchasing information record that we'll cover in Chapter 7.

Confirmation Control Key
A CONFIRMATION CONTROL key can be entered that determines which confirmation categories are expected from a PO item. The CONFIRMATION CONTROL key defines the confirmation sequence that is expected from the vendor. The confirmation sequence specifies the order in which the individual confirmations defined in a CONFIRMATION CONTROL key are expected and which confirmation categories are to be automatically monitored. For example, the CONFIRMATION CONTROL key 0001 can be configured to expect an order acknowledgement and a shipping notification.

The CONFIRMATION CONTROL key is configured in the IMG via the navigation path, IMG /L54263 Materials Management /L54263 Purchasing /L54263 Confirmations /L54263 Set Up Confirmation Control.

Unit of Measure Group
The UNIT OF MEASURE GROUP is entered to define the allowed units of measure, those defined as part of the unit of measure group. This should be entered when the rounding profile is used.

The unit of measure group is configured in the IMG via the navigation path, IMG /L54263 Materials Management /L54263 Purchasing /L54263 Order Optimizing /L54263 Quantity Optimizing and Allowed Logistics Units of Measure /L54263 Unit of Measure Groups.

Rounding Profile
The ROUNCING PROFILE can be entered that determines how the material quantity is rounded to optimize the order. The rounding profile reviews and rounds the quantity depending on the threshold value in the profile.

The ROUNCING PROFILE is configured in the IMG via the navigation path, IMG /L54263 Materials Management /L54263 Purchasing /L54263 Order Optimizing /L54263 Quantity Optimizing and Allowed Logistics Units of Measure /L54263 Unit of Measure Groups.

Optimizing and Allowed Logistics Units of Measure • Unit of Measure Rounding Rules.

6.3.5 Service Data
The SERVICE DATA section describes a number of fields related to retail companies and load building.

Price Marking Agreement
The vendor and customer enter into a price marking agreement. The vendor will apply price labels to the materials prior to shipping to the customer.

Rack-Jobbing Service Agreement
Retail companies use this field. If the indicator is set, then the vendor will be responsible for stock planning/replenishment and for filling the shelves at the retail outlet.

Order Entry by Vendor
When this indicator is set, the vendor is responsible for entering the PO. The order can be created in the background as a result of an EDI order confirmation received from the vendor.

Vendor Service Level
This field is used for automatic PO-based load building. If the service level drops below the desired value, SAP will attempt to order an entire load of goods for this vendor.

6.3.6 Partner Functions
The CREATE VENDOR: PARTNER FUNCTIONS screen shown in Figure 6.11 allows the purchasing user to define the relationships between the vendor and the company. A vendor can vary in size from a sole proprietor to the largest multinational company. To best describe the vendor's various operations, partner functionality can be described. The partner functions are used for both customers and vendors.
Figure 6.11 Partner Functions for the Vendor Master Using Transaction MK01

Table 6.2 provides a selection of the available vendor partner codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Alternative payment recipient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Contract address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Contact person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Employee responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Goods supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Ordering address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Invoice presented by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>Vendor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 List of Partner Functions

Basically, the PARTNER FUNCTION allows the purchasing department to determine what function the vendor performs within the larger vendor organization. For example, a multinational auto parts manufacturer may supply material to your company, so you’ve created a vendor number (VN) for them. However, the address to which you send the POs may be a separate address in a separate division of the manufacturer’s business. Therefore, you create a vendor number for the ordering address (OA), and that record is entered into the PARTNER FUNCTION screen for the VN VENDOR.

Further, there may be a separate contact address (CA) for a vendor that supplies the invoices (PI), and an alternative payee (AZ). All of these can be created and entered into the PARTNER FUNCTIONS screen of the VN partner.

The partner functions are assigned to the vendor account groups. For example, the vendor account group 0001 may have different partner functions from the vendor account group LIEF.

The partner function can be defined in configuration via the navigation path, IMG • MATERIALS MANAGEMENT • PURCHASING • VENDOR MASTER • VENDOR HIERARCHY • DEFINE PARTNER DETERMINATION.

6.4 Business Examples: Vendor Master Data

This chapter shows that the vendor master is a collection of data that describes the vendor’s relationship with the company. Just as the material master record isn’t complete until all relevant departments have entered their data, the vendor master isn’t complete until both the accounting and purchasing departments have entered their information.

6.4.1 General Data

When vendor information is loaded in SAP ERP, there are a number of areas that need to be entered that are equally important. The general data reflects information such as name, address, tax data, and bank details. Specific accounting data, such as payment transactions and dunning, can be entered separately. The third area of the vendor master is the purchasing data where incoterms and partner information are entered.

When a company decides to load the vendor master into SAP, there are a number of ways this can be done. If a company has a small number of vendors, the information can be manually loaded into SAP. It’s normal for SAP to require more data than legacy systems, and there is usually a team to review the existing data and add to it where necessary. For companies with large numbers of suppliers, the task to load these into SAP will usually be automated, and new vendor data is added where necessary.

If companies load their vendors into SAP without first performing some kind of vendor rationalization, they can end up loading a lot of inaccurate and out-of-date information.

For example, a multinational chemical company reviewed its vendor files on a number of legacy systems and found that a large percentage of the data was...
inconsistent and inaccurate. To reduce the amount of inaccurate data loaded on to the new SAP ERP system, the company decided to run pilot projects in the United States and Germany to find out more about the supplier data. In the United States, the project team found that there were a number of problems with the data, including multiple duplicate vendor records for the same supplier, inaccurate addresses, inaccurate fax numbers, vendors that no longer were in business, vendors that no longer supplied products to the company, and inaccuracies with pricing and contracts.

In the United States, the pilot found only 12% of records to contain no inaccuracies, while in Germany the percentage was slightly higher at 17%. Based on this information, the company created project teams in each of the countries that were part of the first SAP ERP phase to rationalize the vendor master records and correct inaccuracies.

6.4.2 Purchasing Data
The vendor master record has a number of fields that are specifically concerned with purchasing. These include condition data such as order currency and inco-terms, and control data, such as the indicators for goods receipt Invoice Verification, ERS, and subsequent settlement.

Most vendors offer some kind of discount as an incentive to their customers. The incentives usually include discounts for larger purchases, but as suppliers are having a more difficult time with bank financing, more vendors are offering their customers a discount for paying their invoices before the date determined in the payment terms. This discount may only reflect a 1% or 2% discount, but on larger purchases, this can be significant. Of course, companies have to weigh the advantages of paying early against the ability to pay early. In some instances, paying early isn’t always possible.

Another incentive offered by vendors is the subsequent settlement, which allows a one-time rebate or periodic settlement if certain conditions are met, such as a certain volume of materials purchased or amount spent.

For example, a metal fabrication company agreed with its supplier of stainless steel coils that if the company spent more than $40,000 on 0.105-inch stainless steel coils per month, the vendor would rebate 3% of the total monthly spend.

This agreement is annotated in the vendor master, and the system updates the relevant values and calculates the conditions at the end of the month to determine the rebate.

6.5 Summary
This chapter thoroughly discussed the vendor master file. There are different ways to enter vendor data, and both the purchasing department and the accounting department play a role in this important task. Having the correct vendor information entered is important when material needs to be ordered quickly and correctly. Any errors in the vendor master file can be costly if material can’t be sourced in a timely fashion and shipments are delayed to customers. This chapter has provided all of the tools you need to work with the purchasing department in understanding their needs when SAP is implemented.

Chapter 7 examines the purchasing information data as it relates to the specific information that can be available for a vendor and a material. Contracts with vendors may have special provisions for certain materials, for example, in the number of delivery days or pricing conditions.
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Application date, 368  
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Archived purchasing document, 424  
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Asset account, 219  
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Authorization, 49  
Authorization group, 170, 220  
Autocorrelation test, 479
Automatic batch determination, 179
criteria, 339
Evaluated Receipt Settlement, 233
payment, 217, 223
purchase order, 119, 233
release, 578
reorder-point planning, 462–463
Availability check, 145, 186
Available quantity, 499
Available stock, 454, 463–465, 468
Average price, 383

Backflush, 513, 517–518, 527
indicator, 517
relevant for, 517
Backward consumption, 185
Balance sheet, 50, 583, 590, 599
account, 219
valuation, 583
Bank account, 216
details, 215
identification, 215
routing number, 215
sort code, 215
Base layer, 586
Base quantity, 138
Base unit of measure, 109, 117, 167–168, 436
Basic data, 95, 107
Basic material, 113
BASIS, 251
certificate, 84
changing, 267
characteristics, 259–260
control, 259
creation, 265
definition, 259
information, 84, 274–275, 280
level, 84–85
number, 83–84, 87, 260–261, 263–264, 487
number range, 86

Batch (Cont.)
pipeline, 260
record, 260, 262, 264, 266, 268, 634
search procedure, 273–274
selection, 273
split, 273
status, 264
strategy type, 271
worklist, 274
Batch deletion flag, 269
Batch determination, 263, 270–271, 274, 279
access sequence, 271
condition table, 270
process, 270
strategy types, 270, 279
Batch determination functionality, 265
Batch entry, 179
key, 179
Batch Information Cockpit (BIC), 274–277, 679, 696
layout, 275
user-defined, 276
Batch Management, 41, 83, 93, 259, 280
Batch master, 696
Batch number assignment, 86
Batch object, 265
Batch status indicator, 263
restricted, 263
unrestricted, 263
Batch-level configuration, 85
Batch-managed, 85, 583
Batch-management indicator, 260
Batch-status, 86
management, 85
Best practice, 224, 223, 319, 326, 644
Beta factor, 477
Beverages, 100
Bill of exchange, 226
limit, 226
Bill of material (BOM), 99, 185, 187–188, 295, 345–346, 513, 517, 524, 662
characteristics, 179
definition, 524
usage key, 524
Billing address, 323
Billing period, 368
Blanket purchase order, 444–445, 447
Block, 578
invoice, 569
purchase order, 395
quantity, 546
random, 574
stochastic, 574
vendor, 312
Blocked, 572, 578, 581
for payment, 573
indicator, 573
Invoice, 578
status, 312, 545
stock, 263, 519, 522, 526, 531, 536, 538
Book inventory, 547, 551, 557
balance, 548
Book quantity, 553
BPICS, 69
Bulk material, 164, 180, 518
indicator, 180
Bulk storage, 164
indicator, 164
placement strategy, 164
Bundesgesundheitsamt, 261
Business Framework Architecture (BFA), 291
Buyer, 233–235, 330–332, 342, 352, 391
Buying group, 322
By-product, 498, 537–539
CAD drawing, 633, 642
Calculation schema, 231, 331
type, 251
CAP product group, 127
CAP product list number, 127
Cash outflow, 225
Cash Management, 220, 225
Central purchasing organization, 406
Centrally agreed contract, 406
Certificate type, 171
Certification, 214
cGMP, 84
Change document, 170, 635
Change number, 282, 285, 635, 638
engineering, 282–283
Change request, 49
Characteristic, 83–84, 93, 115–116, 626, 649
status, 618
value, 265–266, 619, 630, 649
Chart of accounts, 50
Check digit, 216
Check-cashing time, 225
Chemical, 83
Chemical industry, 83
dierarchy, 625
name, 630
structure, 625
type, 265, 426, 615, 621–624, 630, 640
Class type, 114–115
materials, 627
method, 425
object, 628
search, 265
system, 425, 613, 629, 632, 640
Classification data, 148
Clearing account, 508
Client, 46–49, 389
Client level, 84–85
Collective number, 367
requirements, 188
ship, 523
Commercial price, 195
Commission group, 143
Communication field, 210
code, 195, 577, 584, 590
Comparison value criteria, 384
Competitive bid, 379
Competitive products, 100
Component, 84–85
Component material, 610
Component scrap, 188
Component stock, 188
Composition, 180
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EAN, 235
Early Warning System (EWS), 645
alerts, 658
schedule, 655
Economic justification, 326
Fold for deletion, 287, 548
Float
time, 159
Follow-up material, 189
Follow-up processing, 651
Food except perishables, 100
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, 261
Forecast, 175, 180, 184, 449–450, 462–465, 468, 471, 475–477, 480, 483
calculation, 476
data, 475
initialization, 476
model, 469, 471, 475–479
parameter, 473
period, 184
planning, 184, 463
profile, 473, 477
requirements, 183, 463, 465
screen, 478
value, 463, 476
Forecast model, 128
Forecast profile, 107
Forecast-based planning, 461
Forecasting, 95, 181, 471, 482
method, 482
Forecasting data, 128
Foreign trade, 124, 126, 234
Foreign vendor, 221
Formula field, 436
Forward consumption, 185
Forwarding agent, 213–214
Framework, 614
Free
delivery of goods, 609
goods, 537
of charge, 235, 539
Free goods discount, 99
Freeze book inventory, 548
Freight
charge, 333
cost, 214, 331, 385
forwarder, 213
group, 214
Future requirements, 463
Funds section, 583
Future price, 194
Future requirements, 463
Gamma factor, 478
General data, 117, 128, 134, 144
General evaluations, 682
General item category group, 112
General Ledger (GL), 193, 219, 523, 529, 539
account, 193, 219, 398, 435, 564
account number, 350
General plant parameters, 146
GLN, 212
bar code, 213
Global location number (GLN), 212
Global percentage (GP), 364
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP), 696
Good Manufacturing Procedures, 84
Goods
free promotional item, 539
sample product, 539
zero value, 539
for sampling, 521
posting, 522
reversal, 523–524
slip, 523
to production, 527
to production order, 514
definition, 529, 541
document, 159, 324
inspection, 169
note, 533
posting, 532
reversal, 533
slip, 159
without production order, 538
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Lowest value, 593
determination, 593, 597
Lowest value determination, 195
Lowest value principle (LVP), ... assigned, 70–71
range, 72
Material price, 566
analysis, 608
determination, 607–608
Material pricing group, 143

Material (Cont.)
group, 73, 80, 235, 339, 348, 353, 366
incorrect, 491
issue, 523–524
level, 84–85
movement, 193, 486–488, 513, 525, 547
overdelivery, 491
posting, 260
price, 593
quality, 521
receipt, 533
requirements, 346, 449, 471
sample, 521
shortage, 181
status, 486
stock, 196, 546
tolerance, 263
type, 193, 195, 281, 434, 586, 593, 606
valuation, 600, 606
value, 194, 583
value change, 586
Material authorization group, 170
Material group, 109, 143, 243, 246
freight, 119
Material ledger, 603–604, 606–612
Material master, 69–70, 73, 75, 93, 95, 108,
153, 155, 162, 173, 191, 195, 197, 205,
248, 281, 283, 290–292, 296–297, 300,
352, 433, 435, 449, 453, 464–465, 474,
478, 586, 611–612, 615, 627–628, 639, 662
deletion, 286
fields, 205
file, 281
record, 207, 239, 260, 347–348, 352, 449–
450, 462, 465, 473, 517, 523, 606, 609,
639
transaction, 281
Material master record, 96, 103, 106
schedule, 104
special, 104
Material number, 70, 72, 78, 80, 235, 348,
391, 434, 450, 487, 514
automatically assigned, 70–71
range, 72
Material price, 566
analysis, 608
determination, 607–608
Material pricing group, 143

Material requirements planning (MRP), 41–
42, 123, 153, 173, 188, 293, 296, 328, 345,
359, 461, 463, 469, 498–499, 513
Area, 517
controller, 176, 285, 347, 354, 455–456
fields, 453
group, 173
indicator, 454
list, 455–456, 459, 499
requirement, 182
requirements, 188
type, 175–176, 463, 465, 469
Material service group, 435
Material statistics group, 142
Material type, 73–74, 86, 96, 100, 148
changing, 102
configuring, 100
standard, 96
Materials, 73, 75
Materials deployment, 190
Materials Management (MM), 45, 55, 58, 60,
69, 75, 88, 271, 289, 301, 318, 432, 469,
511, 513, 527, 603, 627
Materials-dependent requirements, 188
Maximum bin quantity, 167
Maximum lot size, 177
Maximum storage period, 160
Mean absolute deviation, 478
quotation, 383, 385
value, 472–473
Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency, 261
Message, 564
creation, 414
log, 564
queue, 414
Microsoft Excel
copy select data, 688
Military goods, 128
Minimum
bin quantity, 167
lot size, 177
remaining shelf life, 161
safety stock, 181
value quotation, 384
Minimum delivery quantity, 140
percentage, 121
Minimum order quantity, 140
Minority
indicator, 220–221
owned, 614
owned business, 220, 386
vendor, 220–221
Miscellaneous goods receipt, 538
Mixed MRP, 185
Mode of transport, 234
Model selection, 132
Monitoring confirmation, 424
Movement, 194
indicator, 498
rate, 597
reason for, 493–494
type, 161, 189, 271, 487–489, 492–495,
497–498, 504–506, 514–517, 519–520,
531, 536, 538–539, 585, 590
Moving average price, 194, 524, 610–611
control, 611
MSDS, 638
file, 633, 642
Multilevel price determination, 609–610
Multinational group, 603
Multiple account, 400
Multiple selection, 683
Multiplier, 130

N
National account number, 216
National Motor Freight Traffic Association, 213
Negative seasonal trend, 473
Negative stock in plant, 146
Negotiated price, 323–324
Net price, 80
Net price field, 382
Net requirement calculation, 452
quantity, 452
Network, 498, 634, 642
Non-batch managed, 260
Nonfood items, 100
Nonmoving item, 195
Nonstock
item, 80, 346
material, 80, 99, 346
Nonvaluated material, 99
Nonvariant part, 185
Nonworking day, 451
Number assignment, 365, 634
Number range, 72, 74, 78–79, 81, 86, 302–303, 308
Numeric material numbers, 72
Object, 220, 234, 613–615, 622–624, 626–627
Old material number, 110
Offsetting adjustment, 553
Office of entry, 235
Occupational category, 613
Obsolete, 473
Order, 233
Order-to-delivery, 485, 509
Order unit, 118
Ordering costs, 177
Order-to-delivery, 485, 509
Organizational level, 105–106, 450
Organizational structure, 47, 50, 54, 58, 67
Organ group, 198
Out of tolerance, 261
Outline agreement, 327, 329–331
Outline purchase agreement, 401, 430
Output format, 415
Output message, 414
Overall functionality, 37
Overall limit, 442
Overdelivery tolerance, 121, 136
Overhead cost, 198
P
Packaging, 160
Packaging material, 100
Palletization, 166
Parameter optimization, 132
Parked, 568
status, 568
Partner functions, 75, 91, 237–238
Payment
block, 226
block keys, 226
instructions, 215
method, 75, 225
period, 224
process, 564
program, 564
rules, 564
slip, 213
term, 224
term, 75
transaction, 215
P-card, 43
Percentage
basis, 384
discount, 595, 597
limit, 569
value, 571
Performance capability, 386, 389
Periodic analysis, 647, 653
Periodic unit price, 604
Periods, 604, 608–609
fixed, 131
forecast, 130
historical, 130
indicator, 129, 161, 183, 450
Perishables, 100, 112
Personnel number, 223
Pharmaceutical, 93
products, 126
Pharmaceutical industry, 83, 259–261
Physical count, 550–551
document, 551, 556
document number, 553
Physical document number, 554
Physical inventory, 159, 490, 544–548, 550, 553, 558, 560
account, 557
count, 546–547
count document, 547
count sheet, 546, 550
document, 551
Picking, 55, 58, 158, 168
area, 158
quantity, 168
storage type, 163
ticket, 523
Pipeline, 80, 244
Pipeline material, 99, 662, 677
Placement, 58
strategy, 164
Placement strategy, 55
Planned
count, 159
delivery time, 186
goods issue, 513
movement, 497–498
order, 123, 180, 189, 347, 453, 456
order reduction, 189
production, 464, 466, 468
purchase, 463, 466, 468
requirement, 185, 464
Planner, 453
Planning, 614
area, 295
calendar, 176, 451
cycle, 176, 465
department, 175–177, 181, 185–186, 189, 347, 410
file, 452
function, 184
group, 220
material, 185
method, 448–449
plant, 186
procedure, 465
process, 452, 454, 456
result, 455, 459
run, 176, 184, 347, 452, 455, 465
strategy, 185
time fence, 176
type, 295
Print, 688
level, 292
stock level, 453, 533
transfer, 506
Plant engineering, 96
Plant level, 84–85
Plant Maintenance, 87–88, 346, 453, 690
department, 153, 155
Plant Maintenance Information System, 645
Plant-specific material status, 118
Points, 336
Postal code, 209
Posting
date, 554, 563
invoice, 568
period, 183
Posting Block indicator, 547
Posting difference, 59
Post-office box, 210
Precondition, 626
Preference status, 127
Price
actual, 383
determination, 332, 609–610
difference, 607, 609
discount, 385
effective determination, 387
fluctuation, 603, 611–612
unit, 194
value, 571
variance, 566, 577
Price calculation schema, 249
Price comparison, 383, 385
selection criteria, 383
Price control, 194
Pricing, 561, 579
agreement, 331
condition, 270, 279, 331
date control, 231
determination, 231
procedure, 214, 249
scale, 331–332
Physical inventory, 159, 490, 544–548, 550, 553, 558, 560
account, 557
count, 546–547
count document, 547
count sheet, 546, 550
document, 551
Picking, 55, 58, 158, 168
area, 158
quantity, 168
storage type, 163
ticket, 523
Pipeline, 80, 244
Pipeline material, 99, 662, 677
Placement, 58
strategy, 164
Placement strategy, 55
Planned
count, 159
delivery time, 186
goods issue, 513
movement, 497–498
order, 123, 180, 189, 347, 453, 456
order reduction, 189
production, 464, 466, 468
purchase, 463, 466, 468
requirement, 185, 464
Planner, 453
Planning, 614
area, 295
calendar, 176, 451
cycle, 176, 465
department, 175–177, 181, 185–186, 189, 347, 410
file, 452
function, 184
group, 220
material, 185
method, 448–449
plant, 186
procedure, 465
process, 452, 454, 456
result, 455, 459
run, 176, 184, 347, 452, 455, 465
strategy, 185
time fence, 176
type, 295
Print, 688
Standard price, 73, 194, 524, 604, 609
control, 609
Standard service catalog (SSC), 437
Statistical data, 254
Status switch indicator, 635
Stochastic, 572
Stock, 55, 65
account, 557
available, 497
balance, 536, 609
blocked, 491–492
in quality inspection, 491
in transit, 505–506
initial creation, 490
level, 485, 523, 529, 533, 541, 546
movement, 456
overview, 486–487, 497
placement, 164, 505
plant, 532
posting, 508
removal, 164, 167, 505
requirements List, 455
requirements list, 456, 459
reserved, 497
slow moving, 505
special, 504
transfer, 169, 401, 485, 502–503, 511, 662,
667
unrestricted, 491, 497, 505–506
Storage
check, 88
On-Hand report, 546
Stockout, 543
conditions, 158
costs indicator, 177
indicator, 164
location, 45, 54–59, 65, 70, 156, 180, 281,
296, 298, 452–454, 485, 487, 496, 498,
502–507, 532, 545–546, 548
search, 164
section, 60, 158
section search, 164
strategies, 163
transfer, 506
type, 58–60, 163–165, 167
unit handling, 166

Storage bin, 55, 58–60, 157, 166–168
Strategic alliance, 386
Strategy
group, 184
type, 274
Street address, 209
Structural organization, 60
Structured framework, 614, 630
Subassembling planning
with final assembly, 185
without final assembly, 185
Subcontracting, 80, 401, 662, 671
Subcontracting order, 673
Subcontractor, 346, 424
Subcontracting, 80, 401, 662, 671
Subsequent settlement, 233–234
Superior class, 625–626
Supplier, 75
Supply chain, 39, 41, 43
management team, 42
Supplying plant, 506
Surcharge, 331, 438
Syntax, 626

Takt time, 178
Target
dollar amount, 402
QM, 171
quantity, 402
value, 406
Task
group, 198
group list, 198
list, 155–156, 295
type, 199
Usage, 153
Tax, 212, 251, 438
calculation, 332
condition, 332
details, 563
identification number, 211
indicator, 435
information, 210

Tax (Cont.)
jurisdiction code, 209, 212
price, 195
rate, 332
regulations, 490
type, 212
Tax data, 129
Tax indicator for material, 118
Taxable service, 435
Taxware, 209, 212
Technical specifications, 633, 642
Temperature conditions, 158
Terms and conditions, 379, 401
Terms of delivery, 402
Testing specifications, 84
Three-way match, 43, 324, 561
Threshold value, 554–555, 574
Threshold value analysis, 651
Time-phased planning, 176, 461, 464
Tolerance, 224, 539, 570
for chemical materials, 521
group, 224
indicator, 569
key, 570, 577
limit, 569, 571
Tolerance data, 136
Total
consumption, 451
planning run, 173
price condition, 439
replenishment lead time, 186
shelf life, 161
Tracking limit, 131, 476
Trade definition, 230
Trading goods, 98
partner, 211, 386
Transaction set, 410
Transaction variance, 607
Transaction-based material price determination, 610–611
Transfer, 488
between plants, 505
company code, 508
plant-to-plant material, 507
posting, 498, 503, 546, 609
Transport
confirmation, 409
order, 348
Transportation, 326
Transportation department, 213
Transportation group, 145
Trend, 477, 479
value, 477
Trend analysis, 651
Trend model, 472, 480
Trial posting, 564
Two-step picking, 165
Two-step procedure, 503, 505–506
Two-way match, 43, 233, 561, 565, 579

U
Unalterable log, 634
Underdelivery, 660
Underdelivery tolerance, 121, 136
Unequal weighting, 336
Unit of measure, 186, 246, 353, 442, 639
Unit price, 326, 609
Universal Product Code (UPC), 112
Unlimited overdelivery, 136
allowed, 121
Unplanned consumption, 451
Unrestricted, 492, 545
stock, 505, 519, 538
Unrestricted status, 86
US Department of Transportation, 213
Usage decision, 170
Usage value formula, 156
User group, 275–277
view, 275
Use-tax responsibility, 212

V
Validation, 216
Validity date, 328, 402
range, 367
Validity period, 332, 437, 445
Valuated transaction, 608
Valuation, 191, 194, 196, 204, 584, 591, 603, 606
area, 584, 590, 597
category, 192
class, 193, 435, 593, 606
method, 593, 597, 599–600
Valuation level, 54
Valuation-relevant transaction, 607
Value
actual, 476
contract, 405–406
determination, 588, 593, 600
limit, 445
template, 619
Value Update, 102
Variable
order unit, 118
sales unit, 139
Variance, 336, 546, 569–571, 577
location, 553
percentage, 557
type, 569
within tolerance limit, 569
Variant, 688
Variant configuration, 41
VAT, 212
account, 219
account group, 79, 239
acknowledgement, 410
address, 371
batch number, 264
confirmation, 409
evaluation, 122, 333–334, 336–337, 343
name, 208, 214
new, 321
number, 207, 217–219, 238, 309
number ranges, 302, 304
numbers, 326
one-time, 313–314, 317
Vendor (Cont.)
partner code, 238
purchasing data, 229
recipient type, 222
return material to, 491, 510
selection, 371
sole, 207
Vendor declaration status, 127
purchasing information, 229
record, 75
renumber, 223
Vendor master record, 222, 224, 305–306, 310, 312, 314, 566, 639
Vendor number, 78
range, 78
Vendor subrange (VSR), 235, 246, 301, 314
Verification, 214
level, 214
Version assigned automatically, 635
Version number, 635–636
Vertex, 209, 212
Volume rebate group, 142

W
Warehouse, 45, 55, 58–60, 157, 164–167, 260, 523, 533, 536, 545–546, 589
number, 287
section, 546
stock, 452
Warehouse Management (WM), 41, 55, 58, 157–158, 162, 164–165, 270–271
movement type, 165
unit of measure, 163
Weighting group, 132
Weighing key, 333
Wholesaler, 326
Withdrawal, 489
Withdrawal from alternative plant, 670
Withholding tax, 219, 221–222
Women-owned business, 386
Work
center, 517
in process, 583
scheduling, 260
Work scheduling, 95, 133
Workflow, 43
Working capital, 583

Y
Yearly inventory, 545, 558
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